
2020-2021 Summer Assignment for Biology SL/HL 

A key component of this course is the Internal Assessment (IA), which is an individual 

experimental research project.  The IA process is designed so that each student may demonstrate 

the process of science through an individual experimentation project of interest.  The IA has 

many steps involved in the process that build upon one another.  A key step in the process is 

finding a topic of interest that is testable in a high school laboratory.   

For your summer assignment, you will be exploring topics related to biology in order to identify 

a topic of interest.  In order to get started, go to the Science Daily website that contains short 

articles about new research that is being done.  This will provide you with some new and novel 

ideas to ponder.  Please do NOT go to science fair websites to research (these usually contain 

topics that have been frequently done and are not novel).   

Science Daily: https://www.sciencedaily.com/ 

After you have found a topic of interest you will need to do some research on that topic.  In 

conducting your research you need to focus on Assessment Objective 1 (see below).   

https://www.sciencedaily.com/


When researching your topic of interest, answer the following questions: 

1. What topic, problem or issue are you interested in? (Do some background research to 

find out more about it) 

2. What specific part of the topic are you interested in? (Break down topic and group ideas 

into clusters.  Pick one cluster or part of one cluster) 

3. List a few possible questions about your specific topic area. (Ask: What? Who? When? 

Where? Why? How?) 

4. Which of the questions from #3 are testable (which one(s) can be tested by 

experimentation?) 

5. Choose one to be your main question.   

6. Make your question as clear and specific as possible. 

 

 

EXAMPLE 

I went to the Science Daily website and found this article: 

Wake Forest University. "Hold the mustard: What makes spiders fussy eaters." ScienceDaily. 
ScienceDaily, 15 April 2019. <www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190415105043.htm>. 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190415105043.htm 

After reading the article I was curious about what different chemicals could be used to keep 

spiders out of my house.  Therefore, I developed the following topics and question: 

Broad Topic: Spiders and taste 

Topic: chemicals that deter spiders 

Question: What chemicals could act as a spider repellent?  (note: this is not my final research 

question.) 

Once you have a question, now it is time to do some research.  I want to find out as much as 

possible about this topic.  I have a good start from the article, but now I need to get information.  

Some questions I would want to answer are: 

1. What are the different types of chemicals that could be used?  (and are safe, I do not want 

to kill the spider, I just don’t want him in my house).   

2. What biological concepts and processes are involved in this topic?   

3. What species of spider could I use?  Can I use one that is common in this area? (How do 

you safely catch spiders in the wild?)  

4. How do I safely handle and take care of a spider?   

5. How will I test my question?  (what will my experiment look like?) 

These questions are what I will answer in the Background Information section.   

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190415105043.htm


After I have found out more information, I can then create a specific research question.  The 

research question needs to be one sentence in the form of a question, and include specific details.   

Sample research question: What is the effect of grasshoppers dipped in different spices (cayenne 

pepper, mustard, cinnamon, black pepper, and no spice) on the feeding behaviors of the spiny 

orb-weaver (Gasteracantha cancriformis) spider? 

 

The experimental design page will provide a rough idea of how you could test the research 

question.  For this section you need t obe able to answer the following questions: 

What materials will be used? (this includes organisms too) 

What will be controlled (i.e. stay the same) between the groups? 

What method (procedure) would need to be done in order to test the hypothesis? 

What would be measured?  How would it be measured?  

 

Product 

The first week of school you will be presenting your topic and research question to the class.  

You will prepare a PowerPoint or Google Slides presentation.  Please adhere to the following 

requirements: 

Presentation: 

• Font is Calibri 18 pt- 26 pt font 

• Black Font color (No other colors) 

• No background design.  Background is to be white. 

• Slides should have just bullet points of main ideas/questions that you will talk about in 

more depth.  Do NOT clutter the page! 

• No extra slides may be added to the PowerPoint 

• Diagrams are allowed in order to clarify the information (do not add pictures/diagrams to 

take up space or just for asthetics) 

• References needs to include the science daily article, and any other sources that were 

used.  References should be in APA format 

 

Content Pages: 

• Page 1: Topic 

• Page 2: Background Information 

• Page 3: Research Question 

• Page 4: Experimental Design  

• Page 5: References 


